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Fact Sheet
Background Information
· Edge of World Retreats creates and operates spiritual excursions that incorporate various
cultures and sacred sites around the world with a focus of blending transformation and
alchemy into individual travel experiences.
· The company offers a truly life enriching opportunity to discover the innermost regions of
oneself by visiting and experiencing the mysterious and magnificent sacred sites and power
places around our World.
· Each spiritual excursion provides an opportunity to reorient oneself from the hectic life to a
place of spiritual, mental and physical refreshment. This sacred time allows us to tap deeper
into our inner silence, and in this respect, find a brief retirement from the distraction of daily
living.
Founder

Tracy Brooks
Certified Life Coach and Certified DiSC Facilitator, Tracy Brooks has
spent the last 20 years traveling to the sacred spots of Alaska, Europe,
and both Central and South America. Through her Edge of World
Retreats, Ms. Brooks offers less-strenuous, but equally rewarding
journeys for individuals craving the kind of travel that goes beyond
perfunctory descriptions of landmarks.
The company’s three divisions - Sacred Site Adventure Tours, Youth
Eco Programs and Philanthropic Travel - are designed to bring the
passions alive of the sacred sites around the world, bridge cultures
together through community service based
Philanthropic travel on a global scale and create compelling Youth Eco
Programs to engage our young people in sustainability practices
around the World.

Web Site
Year Launched

www.edgeofworldretreats.com
2005

Tours & Pilgrimages

The history, power and mystery of visiting a sacred site engender and
invoke a sense that one is on a spiritual journey or pilgrimage. These
powerful, mysterious locations are testament to man’s quest for the
divine and unity with the cosmos. Destinations include but are not
limited to Africa, Asia, Australia, Egypt, France, Greece, Hawaii, Italy,
Mexico and the United Kingdom.

Retreats & Programs

From Youth Eco Programs to Wellness Retreats that cover the gamut,
Edge of World develops customized itineraries guided by facilitators for
one-of-a-kind experiences. Whether it’s leadership development,
strategic planning, teambuilding or a wellness focus, retreats are
thoughtfully planned to deliver results.

Address

P.O. Box 336
La Mesa, CA 91944
Phone: 619.887.6720
Fax: 619.330.1969
Email: info@edgeofworldretreats.com
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Programs

Sacred Site Adventure Tours
The history, power and mystery of visiting a sacred site engender and invoke a sense that one is on
a spiritual journey or pilgrimage. These powerful, mysterious locations are testament to man’s quest
for the divine and unity with the cosmos. Destinations include but are not limited to Africa, Asia,
Australia, Egypt, France, Greece, Hawaii, Italy, Mexico and the United Kingdom.
Edge of World Retreats develops customized itineraries guided by facilitators for a one-of-a-kind
experience. From surrounding yourself in the magnificent culture of Greece’s ancient civilization to
connecting with nature through an enduring dolphin encounter in warm Pacific waters off the coast
of Hawaii’s Big Island, Edge of World Retreat’s Sacred Site Adventure Tours are designed to ignite
your passion and awaken your soul.

Philanthropic Travel
Discovery, challenge, breakthrough, engagement and renewal. These are the cornerstones of
philanthropic travel. Edge of World Retreats’ volunteerism programs takes you on journeys that
enlighten you to your personal strength and selflessness while contributing skills and talents to
communities across the globe. These types of sojourns cultivate profound community and
connection on so may levels – within yourself, with your fellow travelers, and especially with the
wildlife, natural wonders and people of the region.
In addition to learning the spiritual and cultural values of our global neighbors, you’ll nurture mutual
exchange while contributing your skills and talent to improve a community’s quality of life. And in
doing so, you’ll strengthen your personal commitment to the environment and responsible
conservation.

Youth Eco Programs
Edge of World Retreats provides children an experience of meaningful purpose. Our programs
instill in youth the feeling of empowerment that results from taking stewardship of their lives and
their planet. Through experiential learning, they’ll blend and integrate with their natural surroundings
and the elements around them – all while gaining a heightened awareness of heart, body, mind and
spirit.
With nature as a backdrop, participants garner life skills through the mere experience of traveling to
a region they’ve never seen before. In venturing outside their comfort zone, these youthful
participants discover the true leader within themselves and learn that being a part of the whole is far
more rewarding than just furthering their own self-serving needs. Combined with relevant aspects of
community service, they’ll experience the essence behind giving and making a difference, which
solidifies within them the mission of sustainability.
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tracyb8@cox.net
Bios

Tracy Brooks – Founding Director, Edge of World Retreats
As founding Director of Edge of World Retreats, Tracy has created a company that provides
meaningful experiences through travel. Her vision was inspired by the culmination of 20 years of
traveling with expeditions in Central and South America, Alaska and Europe, and 15 years of
corporate advertising and marketing experience with Fortune 500 companies.
Tracy also mentors others as a Certified Life Coach, and Corporate and Organizational Facilitator.
She believes those unchartered regions - both on the inside and outside - are where true bliss and
meaning resides. To her, there is nothing is more rewarding than being part of a group’s or
individual’s transformational breakthrough, when someone has experienced a personal victory of
inner discovery while on the mountaintop or in the quiet knowing of having made a difference in
someone else’s life. It all leads to inner fulfillment and outer greatness.

Harriet Tubman Wright - M.S. Counseling, M.A. Culture and Creation Spirituality
Harriet is an accomplished program manager, wellness coach, ritual artist, poet and entrepreneur.
Through her work in educational, cultural, advocacy organizations, as well as public service
agencies, she empowers individuals and transforms communities. For five years, she worked in
community development projects to help improve the quality of life for rural villagers in west, east
and southern Africa.
Harriet launched The Wright Business Events with Spirit, an event management and production
business. Through her organization, she works with private clients and public agencies to
coordinate art exhibitions, book publishing parties, birthday and retirement celebrations,
conferences, cultural events, receptions, rituals and weddings.

Kevin B. Burk – Author, Astrological Counselor, Relationship Coach
For the past 14 years, Kevin has assisted individuals globally to improve their lives and relationships
through his astrological counseling and relationship coaching practice. His humor, wisdom and
compassion are always present, witnessed in his books (nine so far, including Astrology: Understanding
the Birth Chart and The Relationship Handbook: How to Understand and Improve Every Relationship
in Your Life), his classes and workshops, and his interactions with clients and students.
Kevin’s focus is always on the practical, exploring how we can actually use astrology and spiritual
practice on a daily basis to transform our lives. In the astrology world, he is best known for making
Classical Astrology accessible to everyone, taking complex and abstract concepts and showing how
they can be used to create concrete, specific and practical interpretations.
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